
Area of Need Tool Contact EMR Description

Chronometriq -

ChronoBooking

1-888-420-8584

support@chronometriq.ca
PS

Online appointment booking - By provider/reason for visit, walkin & new patient appointment booking, 

Integrates into clinic website, 24hr configurable cancellation rules

HealthMyself -

eBooking
sales@healthmyself.ca PS

Online appointment booking - By provider/reason for visit, Family Accounts, Booking for AHP's and NP's, 

Available appointment type filtered by patient age and sex, Integrates into clinic website, configurable 

cancellation rules

Delegation:   When appointments are booked through eBooking, they are marked as pending and requests need 

to be approved / declined.     

PetalMD -

PetalBooking
1 888 949-8601 PS

Online appointment booking - By provider/reason for visit, Walkin & new patient aapointment booking, phone 

booking, Family Accounts, Available appointment type filtered by patient age and sex, Integrates into clinic 

website, configurable cancellation rules

Tap medical 514-446-1436

support@tapmedical.ca

PS Online appointment Booking -

QHR - Medeo
1.800.438.1277

inquiry@MedeoHealth.com

PS

Accuro

OSCAR

 Works well with Accuro, however is standalone and can be used with any EMR.

Provider Consideration:   Sign Up HERE  Video conferencing, secured messages, and file sharing capabilities. 

Only providers can start and end patient messaging. 

Patient Consideration:   Online booking: They will be given a unique URL for their clinic/FHT and request an 

online appointment slot. Their appointment will either be accepted or rejected by the admin staff. They will 

receive email confirmation. 

Delegation:   Admin are able to book requested appointments into a provider’s schedule.    

InputHealth <-- Use weblink

PS

Accuro

OSCAR

Increased accessibility with mobile and desktop-friendly online booking.

Ocean Online Booking -

CognisantMD

1 (888) 864-8655

info@cognisantmd.com

PS

Accuro

Provider Considerations:  Providers set up their schedule for availability. Can choose a type of appointment. 

Providers can also send patients a form to fill out as well. Information from the visit can be pushed into PSS.

Patient Considerations:  Patients require an email address & internet. Patients can book their own 

appointment, receive reminders about their appointments, and also send secure messages through Ocean. 

Delegation:  Each license provides 1 admin permissions EMR Integration 
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Scheduling - 
Online 

Booking

If you have questions or would like support to access demonstrations and are already connected to the Partnering for Quality Team please contact your 
Practice Coach OR simply reach out to info@partneringforquality.ca

Disclaimer:   All information provided herein, is intended to be used as a starting point only and guide to identify  selecting a product solution that fits your practice workflows.  It is suggested that you exercise the due diligence to check for 
accuracy on each product as technology is always improving and may have revisions since the time of research and publishing.  The publishers are not responsible for any misrepresentation/information outlined herein this document.
**This is a working document and not inclusive of all technology products available. 
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